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1997, 2001) and  in organizational  theory  in 
general (Wilson, 1996).


































Western  societies  are witnessing  a  shift  in 
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  As a subject  for  research  the overweight 
body has been neglected within organizational 
studies. A review of the existing literature on 














































estimates  that  the  indirect cost of obesity  in 
England amounts to £2 billion a year, includ-
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  One of  the more popular strategies  is  the 
“personal health talk” that takes place between 
an individual employee and a health consul-
tant. This  talk  is part of  a politically moti-
vated strategy aimed at reducing the number 
























focus  on  overweight  employees  as  people 












not be  the entire explanation as  to why  this 
particular group attracts so much attention as 


















exposed  to many  types of  risk  in  their daily 
lives today, including the medical and lifestyle 
kinds. Consequently, people are being  iden-
tified according  to  their  risk profile,  i.e.  the 
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people whose  habits  (such  as  smoking)  or 
bodily  characteristics  (such  as  overweight) 
















































the  interviews shed  light on  the managerial 









  In  the  analysis  I  have been  exceedingly 
attentive  to  the  fact  that  I  am dealing with 
research  material  of  different  kinds.  Al-
















cording procedure  is  likely  to have affected 
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  I  have  excluded  any  dialogue  from  the 
talks  that could have been  interpreted as by 











































Recorded talks between overweight 





























ing  that  their  participation  would  be  very 
welcome, but only with  their consent.  I also 
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discussed while  the  tape was playing; after-
wards,  I  listened  to  them again  in order  to 








60s with  the rest being  in  their 40s or 50s. 
They were all ethnic Danes. Twenty-two of 
the 26 overweight participants were women. 






Orbach’s [1978] famous book, Fat is a femi-

















“I felt it verged on bullying”: Managers 
tackle their identity as health police
All  interviewed managers  in  the  ten public 
and private organizations expressed concern 




















a public organization put  it,  “We have  this 
fatness  epidemic…lifestyle  disorders  don’t 
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this  type of personal  focus on  the employee 
they generally overcome any sense of unease. 





timate nature of  this  focus  is dealt with by 
emphasizing,  referred  to by manager E,  the 
“family relationship between the company and 
themselves” that many employees have.
Working in a “sprit of dialogue”: 












the  employees’  situation.  In  the  interviews 
the managers  explain  in  a  variety  of ways 
that their job is not to define the employee’s 
problem. At the same time, it is their precise 

























“We agree, but”  three  times  in a  row gives 
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est possible  responsibility  for his own work  life 
and his personal situation…his fatness. We seek 











































logical  defect, were  believed by  the  health 
consultants  to  suffer  from  even more  seri-
ous psychological problems. This process  is 
framed by  the discourse of denial  in  the so-
called “troubled person  industry”:  the more 





“Cotton candy willpower” and “the 
[bad] voice inside you”: Creation of the 
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Health  consultant:  If  you  had  to  describe 
things from that time, and let’s say it had a 
color, what color would it have had then?




talk  towards  an  exact  physical  description 
of Peter’s willpower. For  instance she asks 






















by  avoiding  these  things  all  the  time, 
right?
Health  consultant:  If  you  think  about  your 







First,  the passage above shows  that  this  talk 
–  like all  those  in my project –  is part of a 
general  social-psychological,  anti-fat  dis-
course, thus making topics such as willpower 
legitimate  subjects  of  discussions  (Greco, 
2004).  Second,  the  employee  is  gradually 
transformed  into a weak-willed  individual – 
a status confirmed by his own words: “Well, 
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[my willpower] doesn’t take up much room”. 























and what he can do  to strengthening  it  is a 
recurring  topic suggesting  that his  (lack of) 
willpower thus seems to be a general problem 
that needs to be tackled. This falls in with the 




Constructing a divided subject
As Douglas (1992, p. 28) makes clear in Risk 
and Blame, being “at risk” does not necessar-











got  to discuss  things with.  [Susan,  the 



























consultant  and  the  smarter  part  of  Susan’s 
mind)  versus  “them”  (voices who want  all 
the bad stuff that makes “us” fat), thus seek-
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  I  have  sought  to  demonstrate  that  over-
weight employees have become a new man-
agement object emerging from a dominating 
risk  discourse  that  transforms  the  “at-risk” 
identity ascribed  to overweight people  into 
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a  problem  identity,  thereby  creating  a  new 
problem area for management. I have argued 








































tween  the  areas  of  an  employee’s  life  that 










































morality and  the body  in  the present paper 
seldom  appear  in  organizational  research. 
This  focus  has  enabled me  to  undertake  a 
critical examination of current management 
of employees’ physical bodies. If health can 
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